Ancient Jewish Records State
Jews are from the Far East

Adam and Eve are stolen from Hinduism.

The Jews are originally from the Far East. Even their own historical records in the east state this fact: "A footnote from Volume 1[p.346] of Marco Polo's Travels, translated by Sir Henry Yule. It states: "Much has been written about the ancient settlement of Jews at Kaifunfu [in China]. One of the most interesting papers on the subject is in Chinese Repository Vol. XX. It gives the translation of a Chinese Jewish inscription... Here is a passage: "With respect to the Israelitish religion we find an inquiry that its first ancestor Adam, came originally from India..." [1]

“The name "Adam", the first created man according to the Talmud, is a name derived from the Sanskrit “adim”, which means the first or most ancient man.” [2]

In the ancient Hindu religion, the God Shiva created Adimu [Adim] and Eva in Sri Lanka. Eva is a Sanskrit mantra and term just as Adimu is. The Jews stole it from this. Shiva's symbol is the serpent, and the jews rewrote the original God in the form of the serpent as the evil being. The Yezidis also stated they came from India, and were created in ancient Sri Lanka by their God Satan whom they also call Shiva, the ancient name of this God in Sri Lanka. After creating Humanity, they mention that this God Satan taught them the knowledge of the serpent, the Light Body teachings. The Yezidi six-pointed star is also from India. The God Satan was also called Enki by the Sumerians, Oannes by the Babylonians, and Loannes by the Greeks, more popularly known as Dionysus, whom the Greeks stated came from Sri Lanka. The Greeks also stated they came from the east. When the Greeks went east with Alexander, they openly called Shiva “Dionysus”. Satan is a Sanskrit title of the highest God. Shiva is called “Sada Shiva”, which means Eternal Shiva. In Sanskrit, the D and T are interchangeable. The letter Eternal in Sanskrit is also openly spelled as Sata as well as Sada. It’s Sata Shiva, or Satan Shiva with the anusvara on the end.
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Additional Post
Asura seems to have become corrupted when Zoroastrianism was created and kept the title Asura for their concept of Deity. Ahura Mazda is Asura Mazda. They rewrote the Deva's into evil beings, and Rudra became Ahriman. This is an attack on the ancient Vedic world civilization, and the first real case of a new religion at war with the Sanatana Dharma. It seems that Asur is like Apollo, meaning the Ether without attributes. The real name of Osiris is Asar, like Asur. The Assyrian head God was Asur. Asura is also mentioned in the ancient titles of the Gods in Hinduism. They make a distinction between the two.

Anu or An just means God. Shiva is called An in ancient India. Anki is the head God of Sumeria hence An...God...Ki...King
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